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LECTURES ON

ZETA FUNCTIONS AND MOTIVES

YURI MANIN

Steklov Insti tute & Colulnbia. Univcrsity

§o. Introduction:

These notes are based upon lectures given at Harvard University (Fall term
1991), Columbia University (Spring term 1992), Yale University (Whittemore
Lectures, 1991), and MSRI.

Basically they represent propoganda for some beautiful recent ideas of eh.
Deninger and N. I(urokawa, shedding new light upon classical analogies be
tween numbers and functions.

The central question we address can be provocatively put as follows: if
numbers are similar to polynomials in one variable over a finite field, \vhat
is the analogue of polynomials in several variables? Or, in more geometrie
terms, does there exist a category in which one can define "absolute Deseartes
powers"- Spec Z x ... x Spec 7l?

In [25], N. I(urokawa suggested that at least the zeta function of such an
object can be defined via adding up zeroes of the Riemann zeta function. This
agrees nicely \vith Ch. Deninger's representation of zeta functions as regular
ized infinite determinants [12]-[14] of eertain "absolute Frobenius operators"
acting upon a ne\v cohomology theory.

In the first section we descrihe a highly speculative picture of analogies
hetween ari thmeties over IFq and over Z, cast in the language reminiscent of
Grothendieck's motives. We postulate the existence of a category with tensor
product ~ \vhose objects correspond not only to the divisors of the Hasse
Weil zeta functions of schemes over Z, hut also to I(urokawa's tensor divisors.
This neatly leads to the introduction of an "absolute Tate motive" T, whose
zeta function is s2~1, and whose zeroth power is "the absolute point" which
is the base for K urokawa's direct products. We add some speculations about

Typeset by AMS- 'JEX.
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(1.1 )

(1.2)

the role of 'f in the "algebraic geometry over a one-element field," and in
clarifying the structure of the gamma factors at infinity.

The rest of the notes are devoted to more technical aspects of Kurokawa's
tensor product. In the second section, we develop the classical Mellin trans
form approach to infinite determinants which is very convenient in dealing
with tensor products. We slightly generalize the setting of [37] and [5] allow
ing logarithms in tbe asymptotic expansion of theta functions because tbey
appear in our applications.

Finally,_ we discuss sorne examples cf functions which ,vere introduced inde
pendently of I<uroka,va's construction hut adrnit a natural tensor deeomposi
tion into simpler functions. They involve Barnes's multiple gamma funetions,
the Cohen-Lenstra zeta function, and aversion of Wigner-Bloch-Zagier poly
logarithms, studied independently by N. Kurokawa and M. Rovinskii.

I am grateful to Ch. Deninger, N. I<urokawa, M. Kontsevich, B. Mazur,
D. Zagier for numerous discussions and letters concerning the subject cf this
paper, and to D. Goldfeld for help in preparing these nates.

§1. Absolute Motives?

1.1 Comparing zeta functions of a curve over IFq and of Z.

Let V be a smooth absolutely irreducible curve over IFq' Its zeta fuuction
1S

1· 1
Z(V,s) = L N(a)' = TI 1- N(p)-s

a p

where a runs over IFq-rational effective O-cycles and p runs over closed points
of V. Denote by V(IFq!) the set of geometrie points rational over IFq! (for
some fixed closure lFq). If we define V(IFq! )0 = {x E V(IFq! ) I IFq(x) = IFq! },
we find from (1.1) that

co ( 1 ) #V(~q! )0

Z(V,s) = TI 1-q-/'
1=1

One ean easily calculate #V(JFq!)O via #V(lFqd) with dlfi and this last func
tion is given by a Lefschetz type formula

(1.3)
2

#V(Fq!) = L::( -l)WTr(Fr l I HW(V)) = 1
w=O

29

L::<pf + qf,
j=O
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wbere Fr is the Frobenius endomorphism acting on etale f-adic cohomology
groups of V, cPj are its eigenvalues, and 9 is tbe genus of V. The Riemann
conjecture proved by A. Weil states that cPj are algebraic integers satisfying

I<pj I = q~. Combining (1.3) and (1.2) oue gets a weight decomposition of
Z(V, s):

Z(V s) = rr2 Z(hW(V)' s)(_I)W-l = I1~~1(1 - cPjq-S) _
'w=o ' (1 - q-8)(1 - ql-S)

2 (_l)w-l

(1.4) =lIdet((id-F7.. q--') HW(V))

The weight w component is interpreted as tbe zeta function of "a piece" of V
which is denoted hW (V) and is called "the pure weight w submotive of V." It
is an entire function of S of order 1 (actually a rational function of q-S), and
the weight w is just the doubled real part of its zeroes.

Ch. Deninger in [12] suggested that a similar decomposition of the classical
Riemann zeta function should be written as

-
(see also aremark in [23], p. 335). There the notation IIp ' as weH as DET
refers to the "zeta regularization" of infinite products. By definition,

(1.6) nAi := exp (-~ LAi' )
iEI i z=o

whenever tbe Dirichlet series in the r.h.s. of (1.6) converges in some half-plane
and can be holomorphically extended to a neighborhood of zero (this involves
a choice of arguments of Ai).

The second equality in (1.5) is a theorem which Deninger deduces for
Re(s) ::}> 0 from a classical explicit formula. The last equality postulates
the existence of a new cohomology theory H~, endowed with a canonical "ab
solute Frobenius" endomorphism~. The Gamma-factor in (1.5), of course,
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should be interpreted as the Euler factor at infinity. Compactifying Spec Z
to Spec Z then makes it similar to a projective curve over IFq rather than to
an affine one. If Riemann's conjecture is true~ the "absolute \veights" W of a
factor (1.5) should again be the doubled real part of its zeroes.

The formal parallelism bet\veen (1.4) and (1.5) can be made even more
striking.

Firstly, the factors in (1.4) can be \vri t ten as infinite determinants as \vell:
according to Deninger,

(1.7) oS II log q1 - AG - = -. ( __" - Cl: )
• 210' i

{O'lqCl=.\}

and the relevant cohomology spaces and <I> can be constructed in an elemen
tary and functorial way from, say, etale cohomology ([13],[14]).

Secondly, the denominator in (1.4) is the inverse zeta function of IP~ , or
q

equivalently, the zeta function of the motive lLo EB [} where IL is the Tate
motive over IFq. In a similar fashion \ve suggest that the denominator in (1.5)
should be looked upon as the inverse zeta flUlction of an "absolute motive"
TO ffi Tl \vhere T is the absolute Tate motive (something like IL over a "field of
one element"). We will introduce 1r, or rather its zeta function in §1.6 after
revie\ving briefiy multidimensional schemes and Kuroka\va's tensor product.

1.2 Zeta and motives over IFq.

The parallelism discussed in §1.1 is expected to persist in higher dimen
sions. Ho\vever, a very large part of the overall picture, especially the global
one, remains conjectural. We will try to describe the relevant facts and hy
potheses in the same format aver IFq and Z.

A. The definition and the weight decomposition of zeta.

Let Var/Fq be the category of smooth projective varieties V defined over
IF q. For every V~ one defines Z(V,s) by the same forrnulas (1.1) as for curves.
A.. Weil conjectured, and A. Grothendieck \vith collaborators proved that

(1.8)

2dimV (

Z(V,s) = !I det (id-Fr-q-')

= TI Z(hW(V), s)<-lfjJ-l.
w
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P. Deligne proved the Riemann-Weil conjecture: Re(p) = ~ for every real root
p of Z(hW(V), s) (actually, in a considerably more general setting involving
sheaf cohomology).

B. Various cohomology theories.

The formula (1.8) is essentiaUy equivalent to a Lefschetz type formula
counting the number of fixed points of (the powers of) the Frobenius endo
roorpbism. The calculation itself is a formal consequence cf several standard
properties cf a cohomology theory, including H"(V xlV) = H'(V) ® H'(W),
and H"(SpecIFq ) = E (coefficient field of cohomology theory). For details, see

[23]"
An important byproduct cf the werk of Grothendieck was a realization that

there exists not oue but many various cohomology theories with necessary
properties, whose interrelations are otherwise not obvious. Für example, tbe
fact that the decomposition (1.8) constructed for H' = H~t l with various f. f q,
does not depend on R, is not at aU straightforward.

C. Motives: a universal cohomology theory?

Grothendieck, therefore, suggested that one look for a universal functor

h : (VarjIFq)OPP --+ MotjlFq

having (at least) the following properties:
The target category MotjIFq fiust be an additive E-linear (for a field of

coefficients E) tensor category, with duality functor satisfying the standard
axioms for finite dimensional linear spaces over E (technically speaking, a
rigid tensor category). FUrthermore, MotjIFq fiuSt be Z-graded.

The functor h fiust satisfy tbe Künneth fonnula

h(V x W) = h(V) ® h(W),

translate disjoint unions into direct sums, aod verify additional axioms for
the demonstration cf Lefschetz' formula.

Every concrete cohomology theory like H~t f finst be a "realization" of the,
motivic cahomology, that is, roust fit iota a diagram of type

H · V jIF h M tjIF e1ale l·adic realization { cl cl tn\ }et,l: ar q --+ 0 q . --+ gra e ""l:l-spaces
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A concrete proposal (developed in [25], [22]) for a construction of Mot/IFq

proceeds in three steps: .

Step 1: For V, W E Var/Fq , put

H(V, W) = Cd(V x W), d = dim W,

where Cd(V x W) is the space of d-codimensional cycles on V x W with coef
ficients modulo an adequate equivalence relation (numerical, algebraic, etc.)
which we want to imply cohomological equivalence in our theories, e.g. nu
merical equivalence cau be taken whenever \ve are interested only in Lefschetz
formulas calculating intersection indices of algebraic cycles.

Introduce the multiplication of correspondences

C"(V x W) X C·(U X V) ---t C·(U X W)

in a classical way. This allows us to consider C"(V x W) as morphisms in
a new category Corr/JFq, that of correspondences with coefficients in K. If
h(V) is the object V in Corr/Fq, put

h(V) ® h(W) = h(V X W).

Step 2: Add formally to COIT/JFq, kerneis and images of all projectors. In
this way we get the category of effective ·motives Mot+ /IFq.

Step 3: In any Corr/Fq, we cau prove that pI = [EB ILlFq where [ =
h(Spec IFq) and ILrq = h2 (PI) in the sense that in any realization ILIFq may
have only weight two non-zero cohomology coinciding with that of pI.

ILr = IL is called Tate's motive. Its version ILk cau be defined over any
q

ground field k. The functor • 1--+ • 0 ILlF'q is the endomorphism of Mot+ /IFq

\vhich is an autoequivalence. This allows us to adjoin formally negative pow
ers of L and their tensor products by other effective motives. In this way,
Mot+ /fFq becomes enlarged to Mot/IFq , the category of pure motives.

One usually wri tes M (n) = M 0 L ® (-n). For motives over IFq, one has two
parallel decompositions:

h(pn) = [EB L ffi · .. ES ILn
;

#IPn(Fq ) = 1 +q + q2 +... +qn,
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so that oue can naively imagine [) as an avatar of an i-dimensional cello For
a curve VIIFq, we have h(V) = [EB h1(V) ffi L.

The construction we have sketched can be performed over any base field k
instead of IFq' However, in order to prove all desirable properties of the cat
egory M otlk one needs "standard conjectures" about algebraic cycles which
remain unproved.

It became customary, therefore, to use the word "motive" loosely, referring
to an object that has sufficiently many realizations in the cohomology theories:
see [8], §O.12.

In the next section, v.re \vill speak about motives over Q in this vaguely
def1ned sense, referring to [8] for more detailed statements. Tbe point is that
in the absence of a cohomology theory H? postulated by Deninger (cf. (1.5)),
zeta functions remain our only observables, and all motives of [8] have weH
defined zetas.

D. Relation to zetas.

Let M be a motive, for simplicity, of pure weight W. This means that
it admits a system of R-adic realizations, R t q. Assurne that det((id - Fr .
q-S) I H;:',t(M)) is a polynomial cf q-S with integral coefficients independent
of R. This is, by definition, Z(M, s).

The basic formulas relating motives to zetas are

Z(MEBN,s) = Z(M,s)Z(N,s),

Z(M 0 N,s) = Z(M,s) ® Z(N,s)

where the r.h.s. tensor product cf zeta functions means that Frobenius eigen
values of tbe product are all pairwise products of Frobenius eigenvalues of
factors (cf. §1.4) below. It foHows that roots of Z(M ® N, s) constitute a
subfamily of the family of pairwise sums cf reets cf Z(M, s) and ZeN, s).

1.3 Zetas and motives over number fields.

A'. The definition and conjectural weight decomposition of zeta.

Let now V denote a smooth projective variety over a number field k. SeITe
[34]. and more generally Deligne [8], suggested tbe definition of the weigbt w
factor of the zeta function of V:

(1.13)
v
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Here v runs over finite plaees of k. The v-Euler factor Lv is defined by

(1.14)

wher~ Fr v is a (geometrie) Frobenius element lying in the deeomposition sub
group D v C Gal(k/k), and Iv C D v is the inertia subgroup. Equation (1.14)
is only well defined if the determinant has rational eoeffieients independent of
I!, and this is true far almost all v \vhieh are points of good reduetion of an
integral model of V.

The infinite Euler faetor L oo is determined by the Hodge realization of V,
eorresponding to infinite plaees e: : k t.......+ C. It is again the produet of faetors
eorresponding to all plaees. To deseribe such a faetor, we ean assume that V
is defined over IR or C. Put

(1.15)

fJR(s) = T~7l"-tf G); fc(s) = (27l")-'f(s);

h(p, q) = dirn Ht"q (V);

h(p,e:) = dim{x E Ht,'P(V) I Foo(x) = (-l)P+€x}, e: = ±1

where Ht,q is the Hodge eohomology, and Foo is indueed by the complex
eonjugation (Frobenius at infinity). .

Then for a eomplex (resp. real) plaee a of k we put

Lu,c(hW(V), s) = TI fc(s - p)h(p,ql . fJR(s - ; )h(p,+l. flR(s - ; + l)h(p,-l
p<q

p+q=w

(for W odd, omit the last two faetors),

Lq,IR( hw (V), s) = TI rc(s - rnin(p, q) )h(p,q) .

p+q=w

The analytie behavior of (1.13) is deseribed by three basic eonjeetures:

A'l. A(hW(V), s) admits a meromorphie eontinuation to the whole eomples
plane, and satisfies the usual funetional equation of the type s ....... w + 1 - s.
(For a more preeise form of tbis equation see [8] aod [34]).
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A'2. A( hW(V), s) may have poles only at s = wt1 ± ~ for even w. The
order of poles is (Tate's conjecture)

c(V, w) =rank 0/ the subgroup HW(V)

generated by k-rational algebraic cycles.

A' 3. The generalized Riemann conjecture:

. w+l
rootB of A(hlV(V),s) lte on Re(s) == 2 .

Motivated by these conjectures and analogies with the finite characteristic
case, we put:

w = w + 1 := absolute weight,

replace hW(V) by lHI W +1 (V), (piece of V of absolute weight w + 1), aod de
fine its zeta function by

(1.16)

_ { A(hW(V), s) . (s-.1f~(;2~)) c(V,w) ,

Z lHI w+1 V S -
( (),) - ( _~) c(V,w-l)+c(V,w+l)

A(hW(V), s). S 21r2 ,

w = 0(2);

w =1(2).

Conjeeturally it is an entire funetion of order 1.
Deligne [8] defined A(M, s) for more general motives over k. One can easily

extend the definition of Z(M, s) to them. There is one essential difference
between zeta funetions over IFq and k: in the global case, uo analogue of the
Dirichlet series representation for the alternating product of A's (as in (1.8))
is known. One might expect that sucb a representation should be connected
with an Arakelov (arithmetically eompactified) model V of V (this is why we
put V in (1.16)). Such models possess a good deal of geometrie properties,
in particular, a group of O-cycles and the degree map. Cou,ld it be that they
lead to different type zetas? Already for Spec Z and Riemannian zeta this
question is meaningful and unresolved.

B' • Various cohomology theories? We expect that (1.16) has a
Deninger type representation (possibly up to an exponential factor)

(1.17) Z(lHIW(V), s) = 11 s - p = DET (8' id -I) H?,(V)) ,
27r 27r

P
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\vhere H?,(V) is an unknown cohomology theory with coefficients in C, tak
ing its values in infinite dimensional spaces in general, and DET is the zeta
regularized infinite determinant, as in (1.6).

For some interesting suggestions about H?(Spec Z), see [38] and [16],
compare also [2]. A conceptual basis for such a representation should be
some kind of trace fonnula, rather than Lefschetz' fOrnlula: cf. [14].

By analogy with the IFq case, we expect different realizations for lHIW(V). It
is almost certain that f-adic realizations are given by Iwasawa's construction,
at least for spectra of rings of algebraic integers. If this is true, then the
dependence on f of the P-aciic cohomology seems to be much stronger than
over IFq' For example, the Leopoldt-Kubota zeta function has only a finite
number of zeros (generally none) and their relation to archimedean zeroes is
quite mysterious.

Summarizing, after works of Arakelov, Faltings, Bismut, Gillet, and Soule,
putting arithmetic geometry on a firm basis, we are now on a quest for an
arithmetic topology.

C'. Absolute motives via correspondences? This approach seems
totally out of reach at the moment because of the abscence of an absolute
direct product of Z-schemes. As a result, we have no idea about morphisms
of absolute motives.

D'. Absolute motives via zetas. We introduce absolute motives as
mythical animals corresponding to natural factors of zetas (as HW(V)), and
imagine operations on them imitating (1.12). However, since zetas have gen
erally infinitely many zeroes, we fiUSt first discuss their tensor products in
more detail.

1.4 Kurokawa's tensor product.

Let G be a connected one-dimensional algebraic group over an algebraically
closed field k. This means that G = Ga, Gm or E, an elliptic curve. Let A
be the ring of rational functions on anormal projective model of G whose
divisors are supported by G(k) (no restrietion for G = E). Denote by U
the group of non-vanishing rational functions whase divisors da not intersect
G(k): it is k* for Ga and E, and {k*tm Im E Z} for Gm = Speck[t, t-I]. We
will write f "-i 9 far f, 9 E A if f = ug, u E U. If div f = I:i mi(Xi), div 9 =
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:Lj nj(Yj); Xi,Yj E G(k) we define fGg E A up to afactor u by the condition

t,l

where we write xy for the product of X and y in the sense of the group law
in G(k). In particular, for Ga = Speck[t], and Gm = Speck[t,t- 1

] we have
respectively

(1.19)

(1.20)
1 i,j

FrOfi (1.18) it follows easily that this tensor product IS distributive with
respect to the usual product

(1.21 ) fh ® 9 "-I (f G g)(h ® g); f ® gh "-I (f G g)(f ® h).

Consider the category of pairs (H, <I» where H is a finite dimensional vector
space over k, and ~ is an endomorphism (resp. an autofiorphism) of H. Put
d(H,~)(t) = det (t . idH - ~). Then the rules (1.19) (resp. (1.20)) reflect the
following two possible definitions of the tensor product of two such pairs:

(1.23)

Gf course (1.23) and (1.20) are the usual tensor product of etale cohomology
spaces and Frobenius eigenvalues, while (1.22) and (1.19) are Kurokawa's
suggestions für tensüring global zetas, except for complications connected with
infinite dimensionality. Before discussing these complications let us mention
that for k = C one can cünnect all three cases by defining using the coverings

(1.24)
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eh. Deninger's construction of H? over IFq from the etale cohomology is a
kind of delooping functor going backwards along the exp arrow in (1.24).

Let us now consider the G = Ga, k = C case, but extend A to a ring
of meromorphic functions of finite growth with a possible exxential singu
larity at infinity. Such a function is defined by its divisor up to a factor
exp(P(t)), pet) E C[t], where the degree of P is bounded by the growth
order. We will write I I"V 9 for I = exp(P(t))g.

Several difficulties may arise in defining I (8') g.

(i) The right hand side of (1.18) may not be defined, e.g. because for
some z, the equation XiYj == Z may have an infinite number of solutions. This
happens, e.g. if we put I(t) = g(t) = ((t), since for every zero p of ((s), 1- p
is also a zero. We will discuss Kurokawa's suggestion for redefining (1.18) in
this case below.

Even if 2: minj(xiYj) is defined, it may not be a divisor of a meromorphic
function, due to its limit points of {Xi +Yj}. Neither of these difficulties arise if
I (or g) has a finite divisor. We will use the remark below in the definition of
Tate's motive. Another important case, that of "directed families" of zeroes
will be treated in §2.

(ii) There are different ways to interpret the r.h.s. of (1.19) when (1.18)
is defined. It can be defined via, say, a Weierstrass product regularization.
The advantage of this prescription is that it leads to a meromorphic (or even
entire) function of the whole plane. Howe~er, it may be difficult to understand
the properties of I (8') 9 in terms of f and g, e.g. those which relate zeroes to
primes and lead to explicit formulae.

The zeta realization (1.6) is better behaved in this respect, mainly because
(for left directed families of zeroes) the Dirichlet series 2:aESpec (s - a) - Z can
be written as a Mellin transform of the theta function

aESpec 4>

and theta functions are simply multiplied under Kurokawa's additive tell:sor -
multiplication (1.22): .

(1.25)
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1.5 Absolute motives: the rules of the game.

13

We will imagine that "natural factors" of zeta functions of Z-schemes of
finite type correspond to absolute motives M which can be reconstructed from
the zeroes of Z(M, s) up to an (unspecified) isomorphism relation. Absolute
motives can be added and (sometimes) multiplied, the respective composition
law is denoted ~ Finally, every absolute motive MI: has a dual motive Mt.
The rules are

(1.26)

(1.27)

(1.28)

Z(MI + N, s) = Z(M, s)Z(N, s),

Z(M[~ N, s) ~ Z(M, s) ® Z(N, s),

Z(Mt, 8) = Z(M, -8).

Tf Z(M, s) is entire, with zeroes on Re(8) = W /2, M is called pure of absolute
weight w. In particular, every motive M fiUSt define an absolute motive
IHI(M), with the same zeta function.

1.6 Absolute Tate's motive T.

We define it by

(1.29) -

and more generally

(1.30)

for all non-positive n.

s -1
Z(T,s) = ,

27l"

1.6.1. Proposition: Let M be a Grothendieck motive over IFq (as in §1.2)
or a Deligne motive over Q (as in §1.9). Then

(1.31 ) IHI(M(n)) = IHI(M)~ T(-n)

as absolute motives. In particular, lHI(ILlF'q) = IHI( SpecIFq) ~ T.
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This follows from the formula

(1.32) Z(M(n),s)=Z(M,n+s)

(cf. [8], the first line of p. 319), and from (1.27), (1.19). There is an ele
mentary variation of (1.32). Let V be a scheme of finite type over Z, and
let L(V, s) be its naive zeta function defined by the DiricWet series L:~
taken over effective cycles. Let V[T] be the affine line over V. Then an easy
argument shows that

L(V[T], s) = L(V, s - 1) "J L(ll, s) ® Z(1r, s).

Hence T can be imagined as a motive of a one-dimensional affine line over an
absolute point, TO = • = Spec IF1. On the other hand, (1.5) corresponds to the
decomposition of the arithmetic curve Spec Z similar to (1.5): 1HI(Spec Z) =
TO EB 1HI1 (Spec Z) EB T.

It would be interesting to develop more systematically "algebraic geometry
over· IF1," A classical insight is that

GL(n, IF't) = Sn (symmetrie group),

and, more generally, IF1 -points of a elassieallinear group fonn its Weyl group.
We now suggest that zeta functions of IF1-motives are some rational func

tions with integral and half-integral real part singularities; in particular,
Z ( ., s) = 2

3
rr' Pure absolute weight functions are g. c. d. 's of the respective

classical oues, e.g. s - 1 = g.c.d.(l - p~-s, 1 - p~-S): PI =I- P2. Can this be
given a sheaf theoretic interpretation?

Reeently there was an upsurge of activity in the domain of quanttun groups
where the quantization parameter is traditionally denoted by q. Miraculously,
for q = pn

, p a prime, quantum enveloping ,algebras are directly related to
geometry over IFq' Can this be used for a better understanding of the q = 1
case?

1.7 Euler factors at inflnity.

In [12]' Deninger establishes for the basie faetors infinite determinant de:"
compostions

(1.33) flR(s)-1 ;= [Tl7r-! f( ~Wo = n s ;7r2n
1

n>O
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and eompares them with (1.7).
From our viewpoint, however, (1.33) and (1.34) are fundamentally different

from (1.7) beeause they are not pure, and aetually involve infinitely many
negative weights. One way to look at it is to imagine, say (1.34) as the zeta
funet ion of t he "dual infini te dimensianal proj eetive space over 18\," with t he
motive EB~=oT- n

. This eannot be literally true, however, because we expeet
Spec C to be highly degenerate at its "elosed point," so that the gamma faetor
reflects not the \vhole cohomology of this elosed faetor, but only its inertia
invariant part as in (1.14).

A different insight is suggested by eomparison with Selberg's zeta function.
Physically, it describes the motion of a free particle in aspace of constant
negative eurvature. Selberg's trace fOrnlula for eompact Riemann surfaees
says, roughly·speaking, that eertain quantum mechanical averages (sums over
eigenvalues of the Laplacian) can be calculated elassieally (via sums over
geodesies). However, the classical side of the surn should be complemented
by terms, corresponding to the geodesie motion "in imaginary time" which
is quantum mechanies corresponds to tunnelling. Analytieally, these extra
terms are due to the singularities of the gamma faetor of Selberg's zeta which
involves Bames's double gamma (cf. some more details below in §3).

From the point of view of number theory, closed geodesics correspond to
primes, whereas eigenvalues of the Laplacian correspond to the critical zeroes
of the zeta function.

The 'Jimaginary time motion" may be held responsible for the fact that
zeroes of r( s)-1 are purely real, whereas the zeroes of all non-archimedean
Euler factors are pure imaginary.

1.8 Mixed absolute motives?

P. Deligne eonstructed a cohomology theory for arbitrary (not necessarily
smooth cr proper) complex algebraic varieties with values in mixed Hodge
structures which are extensions of pure Hodge structures. He has also devel
oped a language for speaking about "mixed motives." It is natural to expect
that something analogous must happen in the world of absolute motives. In
particular, (1.34) might correspond to a nontrivial multiple extension of Tate's
motives, instead of the direct SUffi. This possibility is intriguing, because ex
tensions of Tate's motives over a field k, according to Beilinson's conjectures,
are deseribed by the K -theory of k, at least up to torsion, and are closely
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related to polylogarithms and values of Dedekind's zetas at integer points.
If a similar picture exists over IB\, it may give rise to an interesting new (or
reinterpretation of an old) chapter of combinatorics.

§2. Infinite determinants and Mellin's transform:

In this section, we will reproduce some basic classical material about zeta
regularization (see formula (1.6)). Gur presentation is inspired by [12]' [5]
and [37]. We also allo\v the presence of logarithms in thc asymptotics (2.17).

2.1 Infinite products.

Let A be a complex number, A=f O. In order to choose abrauch of A-z, z
complex, we may choose an argument of A (defined up to 27riZ):

(2.1)

We then have

(2.2)

independently of 0 = arg A. Therefore, for a finite family of non-zero A~S and
an arbitrary choice of their arguments we have

(2.3) exp (-~ LA;;z ) = nAv.
v z=o v

Let now A = (A v ) he an infinite family of nonzero complex numbers, Ov =
arg Av , a choice of their arguments. Assume that

a) L:v A;z converges for sufficientZy Zarge Re(z).

b) The function L:v A;z admits a meromorphic continuation and ~ reg":,,Zar _
in a neighborhood 0 f z = O. 1

We then put (sometimes omitting ov):
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The following properties easily follow from (2.1) - (2.4):

2.1.1 The regularized product I1(A v,Ov) does not change, if a finite number
of o~s are chosen differently (however, it rnay change otherwise).

2.1.2 The product II~=lIIvENi(Av,ov) = IIvEUNj(A v, a v) whenever Ni are
pairwise disjoint and the l.h.s. is den.ned.

2.1.3 Put (A(Z) = L:v A;z. Then for complex c, and a = argc

(2.5)

If {A v } is the spectrum of an operator tJl in aspace H, (~(0) can be called a
regularized dimension of (H, tJl) and we define DET(8 . id - tJl) as I1~ (8 - A)
(with some choice of arguments).

2.1.4 Examples:

i) We first apply (2.4) and (2.5) to the case Av = 11 + s, where 11 

0,1,2, ... , sEC, and - ~ < Ov < ~. Then Hurwitz's zeta function

(2.6)
co 1

((s,z)=~( )
~ 11+8 z
v=o

analytically continues to z E C\{I}, with

(2.7)
- 1

((s, 0) = 2" - s;

From this one easily deduces Deninger's formulas (1.33), (1.34), and (1.7).
Formulas (2.7), in turn, can be proved by Mellin's transform discussed below.

ii) Using Eisenstein's series instead of (2.6), I<urokawa similarly proves the
following fonnula for Im(r) > 0, q, = e27ri

" -7r < arg(s + m + nr) < 71",

co

(2.8) n (8 + m + nr) = (1 - qs) n(1 - qsq~)(l - q;lq~)
m,nEZ n=l

'which may be considered as a refinement of Kronecker's limit formula.
We will now define a class of families closed with respect to tensor products

and convenient for the Mellin transform.
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2.2 Directed families.

In §2.1, instead of families (" sets wi thindices") A, one can consider subsets
of complex numbers with multiplicities assigned, that is, functions m A : C --+

Z2:o (or Z, or even C), A 1-+ m>.., whose support is discrete in C.

2.2.1 Definition:
a) A is left directed i/

(2.9)

(2.10)

V, E IR, #{A E A IRe(-X) > I} < 00,

3ß > 0, s.t. I: ImAI = O(Hß) as H ----+ 00.

Re(>")2:- H

b) The theta /unction 0/ a left directed /amily is

(2.11) B(i) = 6A (i) = I: m>..eAt ,
AEA

and the theta /unction with parameter s is

(2.12) 6A ,s(t) = 6A - s(t) = I:[;i>..-s)t.
AEA ,

.I

c) The tensor product 0/ two /amilies Al, A2 is defined i/

(2.13)

(2.14)

The following statements are straightforward.

2.22 Proposition:

a) I/ A is left directed then 6A(t) absolutely converges for every t E (0,00).

b) I/, in addition, Re(A) < 0 tor all f E A, then 6A (t) = O(e-at) M

t --+ +00 for some a > O.
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2.2.3 Proposition: 11 Al, A2 are Zeft directed, then Al 0 1\.2 is defined and
Zeft directed.

2.24 Remarks and examples.

a) Every finite family is left directed.

b) Z~o with multiplicities 1 is left directed. Its n-th tensor power contains

k . h 1 . 1" (n + k - 1)- W1t mu tIp lClty n _ 1 .

c) The tensor praduct (2.13), (2.14) is associative and cammutative. The
family {O, with multipZicity I} is the identity far 0.

2.3 Mellin transform formulae.

Let I\. be left directed. Then in the region (s, z) E C2
, Re(z) > ß (see

(2.10)), Re(s) > max..\EA Re(A), we have

(2.15) (A(S,Z):=~ - .A)-Z = r!z) 100
(h,.(tW- 1

dt r""
where far (s - ..:\)-Z we choose the determination which is real for .9 -..:\ > 0, z
reaL The r.h.s. series converges absolutely in this domain.

We want to use the r.h.s. of (2.15) in order to analytically continue the
l.h.s. We first fix s with Re(s) ~ 0 and analytically continue in z. Put
generally, for a continuous function 8(t), t E (0,00):

(2.16) (M t 6)(z) = 100

6(tW-1 dt.

Assuming that 8(t) = O(t O
) for t --+ +0 and O(tß) for t --+ +00, we see that

(2.16) converges at 0 for Re(z) > -a, and at 00 for Re(z) < -ß. Hence, if
a < -ß, (M t 8) is defined and holomorphic in the strip Re(z) E (-a, -ß),
and bounded in any strip Re(z) E (-(} + E, -ß - E), E > O.

More generally: -

2.4 Proposition: Let {i a I a > O} be a sequence of complex numbers with
Re(ia) --+ +00, Re(ia) < Re(ia+1 ), and Pa(logt) a sequence 01 polynomials
in log t. Assume that 8(t) admits an asymptotic expanBion

(2.17)
00

8(t) ~ L tim Pa (log t) a.5 t -+ +0,
a=O
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(2.18)
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B(t) = O(tß), ß < 0' = Re(io) as t --+ +00.

Then (MtB) can be meromorphically extended to the half-plane Re(z) < -ß,
where its only singulariiies are poles at z = -i a , with principal part3

(2.19) p (~) 1
a oz Z + in .

Proof: For every m > 0 such that Re(im +1 ) > Re(i m ), we have

m

8(t) = L t ia Pa (log t) + w(t),
a=O

w( t) = O(t irn +1
-

f
) as t --+ +0, for any € > O.

Hence (MtB) is holomorphic in Re(z) E (-Rei m +1 ,-ß). On the other hand,
the term tiCl. Pa (log t)t Z

-
1 introduces the singularity -

which is (2.19) up to a holomorphic function.

2.5 Analytic continuation to the right.

Replacing t by l/t in the r.h.s. of (2.16) we find

Hence we can apply Proposition 2.4 if 8 admits a similar asymptotic senes at
infinity.

When B( t) is the theta function of a left directed family, the argument ·is
slightly different. According to Proposition 2.2.2b,

BA(t) := L m.Ae.At = L m.Ae.At + 0 (e- ft
) as t --+ +00

Re(.A»O
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for some t > 0, so that

(M t 6A (t))(z) = r(z) L m,\(-A)-Z + 4>(z)
Re().) 2:0

21

where the surn is finite and 4>(z) is holornorphic for Re(z) > O. We use the
forrnula 100

e,\te-1 dt = r(z)( _>,)-Z,

\vhere the integral converges for Re(.-\) < 0, Re( z) > 0, and then must be
analytically continued in such a \vay that (_.-\)-Z = e-z]og(-,X) \vith real
log( -A) for Re(A) < O.

2.6 Introducing the parameter s.

We will nöw apply Proposition 2.4 to the function (2.12) and its Mellin
transform (2.15). If 8(t) satisfies (2.17) and (2.18) then 8s (t) = e- st 9(t)
satisfies the similar condi tions:

(2.20)

(2.21 )

(2.22)

co

8s (t) I"V L tibQb(log t; s) as t --+ +0,
b=o

{jb} = {i a + m la > 0, m > O},
sm

Qb(logt;s) = L Pa(logt)-,(-l)m
.. m.
~11+m=Jb

because we can multiply (2.17) by e- st = E:=o(-l)m~tm,

(2.23) 8s (t) = O(tß) for Re(s) > 0 as t --+ +00.

We can now state the main result of this section.

2.7 Theorem: Let A be a Zeft directed lamiZy whose theta function admits
an asymptotic expansion (2.17). Then its zeta function (A (s, z) (2.15) ad
mits a meromorphic continuation to the domain 01 all z and all s outside 01
horizontallejt cuts {Re(s) < Re(A), Im(s) = Im(>..) IA E A}. Furthermore:

i) For a given n > 0, CA (s, z) is regular in a neighborhood oi z = -n, if
and only il for all a > 0, m > 0 with i a + m = n we have

(2.24) Pa (log t) = Pa (a constant).
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ii) If this condition is satisfied then

(2.25) (A(S, -n) = (-l)nn! :L
io+m=n

(_S)ffi
, Pam.

iii) In particular, CA (s, z) is regular near z = 0, if Pa (log t) is a con3tant
fOT all i a = 0, -1, -2, ... , and then

(2.26)
. sli o I

CA(S,O) = . :L (-l)'·Pa lial'"
10 E{O,-l,-2, ... }

Proof: From (2.15), (2.19), and (2.22) one sees that (A(S, z) near z = n
behaves as

_1 (_s)m p (!-) 1
f(z):L m! a 8z z+n

a>O,ffi>O
i;-+m=n

+ O(z-n),

because r(z) has a pole of the first order at z = n. Obviously, (2.24) - (2.26)
follow from trus.

As an easy application, we can now check the first fonnula (2.7). Hurwitz's
zeta corresponds to

6(t) = ~ e-vt = 1 = ~ + ~ + O(t),
~ 1- e- t t 2
v=o

t 1--+ +0,

so that i o = -1, Po = 1; i 1 = O,Pl = ~, and (A(S, 0) = -s + t in view of
(2.26).

The second formula (2.7) admits the following generalization (with a slight
weakening).

2.8 Theorem: ([5]).In the situation of Theorem 2.7, make the follow"ing
additional a!J3umptions:

a) The multiplicities m>., of the left directed family A. are non.negative in
tegers.

b) In the asymptotic series (2.17), all ia are integers and all Pa are con
stants Pa.
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D(s):= II(S - A)ffi). := exp (-~((S,Z)I )
"\EA dz z=o

23

is an entire function of finite order with zeroes A E A of multiplicity m.,\,
whose logarithm in the cut s-plane admiLrJ the following asymptotic series ~
Re(s) --+ +00.

(2.27)
d

logD(s) = - dz((s,z)lz=o

where for negative m, (dds ) m (log s) should be interpreted as the unique m-th
primitive of log s of the form slml(a m log s + bm ), that is

( (
1 1 )) slmllog s - 1 + - + ... + - -.
2 Iml Iml!

(Notice that (2.26) can be rewritten similarly with 1 instead of log s).

Sketch of proof:

A. One verifies that D(s) is an entire function of finite growth, with zeroes
A E A of multiplicity m.,\. In fact, since m.,\ are integers, oue· can check
using (2.15) that log D(s) jumps by integral multiples of 27ri when s crosses
a cut; the singularities of log D(s) in s are controlled by finite partial sums cf

fz (2:), m),(s - A)-Z) [z=o; and the growth order can be estimated by using

the integral representaticn (2.15).

B. Therefore, D(s) admits a Weierstrass-Hadamard representation

(2.28)

( s)m). ( (s 1 8
2

1 sN))D(s)=exp(P(s))II 1- A exp m), A +2A2 + ... + N AN '

p(s) E C[s], deg(P(s)) < N.
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Taking logarithms and differentiating r > N times, we get from (2.28) and
(2.15):

(2.29)
(-1)r-l ( d ) r
(r-l)! ds logD(s)= Lm.\(s-.>.)-r

AEA

= ( 1 )' {CO 6A ,s(t)tr- 1 dt.
r - 1 . Ja

From (2.17) oue can deduce the asymptotie series for the Laplace transform
(2.29) for large Re(s). This asymptotic series can be obtained by applying
( -1 )r-l (ts) r formally to the r.h.s. of (2.27).

c. It remains to show that an appropriate r-tuple integration of the re
sulting formula leads to (2.27). For more details, see [5], pp. 21-30.

2.9 Comparison with Hadamard-Weierstrass products.

For every left directed family A with non-negative integral multiplicities
m)" one ean construct an entire function having A as its divisor by forming a
product (2.28). It is defined up to exp(P(s)) with a polynomial P(s).

Nevertheless, D(s) := II),EA(s - ,\)m>. may not exist, due to the non
regularity of (A(S, z) at z = O. One relevant case is A = {-p Ip primes}, with
multiplicities one. In fact, it is known that Re(z) = 0 is a natural boundary

für 2:p (p~s)Z •

On the other hand, when D(s) does exist, it can be uniquely defined in the
class of entire functions of finite growth by the condition that log D(s) admits
an asymptotic expansion (2.27) \vith unspecified constants Pa' In fact, if there
are two functions D 1 ,2 ( S ), then log D 1 ( s) - log D 2 ( s) must be a polynomial,
hut a non-vanishing polynomial does not admit an expansion (2.27).

2.10 Stability with respect to tensor products.

We recall that Kurokawa's tensor product corresponds to the product of
theta functions, and if we stick to the zeta regularized determinants, we get
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weH defined prescriptions

(2.30)

1I(s - ..\)m>. ® 1I (8 - J-l)nJ/ :== lI(s -..\ - J-l)m>.+n~

..\EA pEM

lICs _ A)m>. ( d '" m..\ )
AEA - exp - dz L...J (8 -.xy z=o

(2.31 )

= exp (_~ (_1 (OCJ '" m>..e(s->..)tt Z
-

1 dt) ) ,
dz r(z) Ja ~

>.. z=O

25

analytic continuation in z being implied.
If expansions (2.17) of 8A (t) and 8M (t) have uo logarithms, the same is

true for (f}Af}M )(t), so that tensor products also exist.

2.11 Standard regularization.

In (1.5), we quoted the formula due to Ch. Deninger and C. Soule

where p runs over all critical zeros of the Riemann C(s). In order to define
corrected tensor powers of ((s), Kurokawa suggests the use of entire functions
whose zeroes constitute only half the zeroes of zeta: {p I Im(p) > O} or
{p I I m(p) < O}, in this way ip (respectively, -ip) become left directed.
However, the separated products

1I
Im(p»O

<0

s - zp

2rr

do not exist because L:lm(p»o eipt admits an asymptotic expansion of the
form (2.17), starting with terms a log i/t + blag t. We will discuss this in more
detail below in §5. Here we only notice that singularities of this kind can be
disposed of by subtracting from the theta function involved certain polynomi
als of some standard theta functions (e.g. starting with terms t- I , t- I log t,
and log t).
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As one such set we can choose

(2.32)

61 (t):= L e-mnt

m,n2:: 1

1 1 1 co B
f"'V -(log - + 'Y) + - ~ ~t2n-l

t t 4 ~ (2n)! 'n=l
1

f'.J t + 0(1),

63 (t) = 81 (t)/82 (t).

(I am thankful for D. Zagier for (2.32)).

§3. Multiple gamma functions aud Selberg's zeta function:

3.1 Gamma-divisors.

Put Ao = {O, multiplicity I} and for n > 1 :

An = {-k, multiplicity (n: k ~ 1) Ik = O,l,2, ... }.

We have An = A~n (Kuroka\va's tensor product corresponding to Ga).

3.2 Theta-functions and zeta functions.

From (2.11) and (2.14) we find:

(3.1) (hJi) = (h, (i)n = (1 _l
e

_
t

) n ._

l=-n

t ---+ +0

where {ß}n)} are "n-th Bernoulli numbers," up to a normalization.
Obviously, An are left directed families, to which Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 are

applicable. We have by definition

~(n+k-1) 1
(AJS;Z) = 0 n-1 (s+k)z·

k=o

This function has a meromorphic continuation to the entire z-plane, and in
particular

(3.2)
. _ ~ (n) (-8 )Ijl

(An (S, 0) - .0 ßj I"I!'
l=-n J
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d 00 (d)i--(An(S;Z)1 '" ~ (-l)jß~n) - (logs),
dz z=o.L..J J ds

J=-n

s ---+ +00.

27

3.3 Multiple gammas as infinite determinants.

It follows that the following expressions define an entire function of order
n > 1 with divisor An :

(3.4) t-n(s) = ll(s + kt~~~l)
k=O

II (s + k1 + ... + kn )

kII ··· Ikn=O

We also put ~o(s) = s. Define a family of real polynomials Pn(s) by

(3.5)

Po = 0; Pn(l) = (_1)n- 1 log ~n(l);

Pn(s + 1) - Pn(s) = Pn-1(s), n > 1.

Finally, introduce multiple gamma functions:

(3.6)

The following list of properties generalizes the classical n = 1 case.

3.3.1 Functional equations aod higher factorials. The set of functions
{rn(s) I n > O} is the unique system of functions satisfying the following
properties:

a) f n(s)(_1)n is an entire function of order n with divisor An;
fo(s) = s; r n(l) = 1 for all n.

b)fn (s+1)=rn - 1 (s)rn (s), n>l.

)
dn+I ( )c dz n+l log r n X >0 far all real x > 1.

Proof: First, a) follows from (3.6). To prove b), start with the identity

(n+k-1)=_(n+k-1) + (n+k)
n-1 n-2 n-1
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{order of ßn(s + 1) at S = -k -1} -

(3.7)
- {order of ßn-l(S) at S = -k -1} + {order of ßn(s) at S = -k -1}

Using in addition the formula DA-so(s) = DA(s + so) far DA(s) = IJ..\EA(s
.A )m(.\) satisfying the Cartier-Voros condition (2.27), we get from (3.6)

(3.8)

Now, in Vigneras [36] it is proved that there exists a unique system of func
tions satisfying a), b), c). 1t is denoted {Gn(s)} there. Since divisors of Gn(s)
and ~n(S)(_1)n eoineide, we have Gn(s) = exp(Pn(s))~n(S)(-I)n where Pn(s)
is a polynomial. 1t has real coefficients beeause Gn and ~n are real on IR>o.

Prom Gn(l) = 1 it follows that Pn(l) = (-1)n-1 log ß n(l). Finally, the last
functional equation in (3.5) is obtained by comparing the identity Gn(s+ 1) =
Gn - I (s )Gn (s) with (3.8).

The value of r n at integers > 0 are "higher factorials:"

s

(3.9) f 2 (s + 1) = I! ... s! j r n (s + 1) = II r n -I (J").
j=l

Oue can use this remark in order to "ealculate" the regularized infinite prad
ucts in terms of asymptotic behaviour of (3.9) as s --+ +00. Namely, using
(3.9), one ean easily prove the existence of the higher Stirling fonnulas:

(3.10) logfn(s) = An(s) + Bn(s)logs + O(l/s)

where An, B n are polynomials of degree < n. On the other hand, combining
(3.6) with the Cartier-Voras asymptotic (3.3) we see that

Therefore, we can express Pn(s) and Pn(l) = (-1)n-1 log ß n(l) via the eoef
ficients of Stirling's formula.
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For example, (3.10) for n = 2 is:

(3.12)

logr2 (s)= (S2 -S+~)logs _ ~s2 + (~- logy7i;)s
2 12 4 2

1
- logA + - - logy7i; + 0(8-1

)
12

where A is "Kinkelin 's constant:

logA = lim [log (1 1 .22
.• 'SS) _ (s2 +~ +~) logs + S2]

S-OC) 2 2 12 4

= 1.28242713 ...

for which Voros gave the following expression:

29

logA = -('(-1) +~
12

TI II

3.3.2 Gauss formula. For all Ti > 1 and N > 1 we have

(3.9) TI.6.n (s + al + .;; + an ) = N-(A n (.;0) .6.n (Ns),
ai=O,1 , ... IN-1

and simi-Iarly for r n'

Proof: In fact,

( s + k1 + ~ + ... + kn + ~)
ai mod N k 1 , ... ,kn=O

1
= IIN(Ns+al+Nkl+···+an+Nkn)

ai,ki

It remains to apply (2.5). The polynomial (An (S; 0) is given by (3.2).

3.4 Gamma factor of Selberg's zeta.

M.-F. Vigneras was the first who identified the factor "at infinity" of Sel
berg's zeta function as a monomial in r 1 and r 2 ([36]). We will deduce this
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identification here from the formula of [5] expressing zeta as the product of
two determinants.

Recall that the Selberg zeta of a compact complex Riemann surface X can
be introduced either in terms of the choice of comples uniformization of X, or
in terms of its Riemannian geometry. The latter description runs as follows.
Choose ametrie ds2 with the constant curvature -1 in the confonnal class of
the given complex structure (this is possible precisely when the genus 9 of X
is > 2). For a primitive closed geodesie p on X put N{p) = e-i(p), where f(p)
is the positive length of p. Put

(3.10) Z(X,s) = rr rr (1- N(p)-s-k).
p k=O

3.4.1 Theorem: (Cartier, Sarnak, Voros). Z (X, s) is an entire function of
order 2 and

(3.11)

Z(X, s) = { exp ((s - ~)2) DET ((-~S2 + ~)t _ ~ + s) }2g-2 -

. DET((-~x + s2 - s))

Here 6.x is the Laplace operator on functions on X, and 6. 5 2 is the Laplace
1

operator on the sphere of constant curvature 1; the square root (-6. s 2 + 'i) 2'

is self-adjoint and positive.

Corollary: Put

(3.11)

Then

(3.12) r*(s)Z(X,s) = DET((-~x + S2 - s))

is an entire function 0/ order 2 and invariant with respect to 8 ~ 1 - 8.
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To deduce this Corollary from the Theorem, it suffices to remark that the
spectrum of -~s2 is {j(j + 1) with multiplicity 2j + 11 j > O}. Therefore, the
spectrum of (-~s2 + :t)~ - ~ is {j with multiplicity 2j + 11 j > O}, and

DET ( ( -ß s 2 +~) ~ - ~ + s) = (}les+ j)i+
1

) 2 / }les+ j)

= t:J. 2 ( S )
2

/ t:J. 1 ( s) = exp(- 2P2 ( S ) ) r 2 ( S )
2 exp(- PI (S ) ) r 1 ( S ).

3.5 Comparison between Selberg's zeta and nUluber theoretical ze
tas.

Let k be a number field. Consider the Dedekind zeta function

(3.13) (k(S) = TI (1 - N(p)-S)-1
P

where the product is taken over al1 prime ideals p of k.

3.5.1 Comparing Euler factors. Selberg hirnself and mast authors after
hirn compared directly (3.10) and (3.13). Cahen and Lenstra [6], hawever, no
ticed that it is interesting to study the modified Euler product in the number
theoretical case as well (see 3.5 below). They defined

(3.14)
co

(CL,k(S) = TI TI (1- N(p)-s-k)-I,
p k=O

the product converging for Re(s) > 1. From our viewpoint, of course,

3.5.2 Comparing gamma-factors. Since the gamma factor for (k(s) is (up
to exp(Q(s)) ~1(s/2)-Tl~I(S)r2 where 1""1 (resp. 1""2) is the number of real
(resp. complex) places of k, the gamma factor for (CL,k(S) fiust be

(3.16)
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This indeed has the same structure as (3.11).
However, zeroes of (3.15) are not concentrated in a critical strip, whereas

(3.14) satisfies the Riemann type conjecture. There is one more disturbing
discrepancy.

If one compares (3.12) with (1.4) and (1.5), one sees that f*(s) corre
sponds to the product of the actual Euler factor at infinity and of the (in
verse) zeta function of IP~9 (resp. "absolute" IP~l) ... I am not quite sure
how to break f* (s) into respective factors. However, the Cartier-Voros repre
sentation (3.11) direcHy involves -6S2, and S2 = 1Ft. To understand which
interpretation is more enlightening is an interesting challenge.

3.5.3 Cohen-Lenstra formula. Cohen and Lenstra proved that

(3.17)
1 1

(CL,k(S) = ~ IAutGllGls-l

where G runs over isomorphism classes of finite Ak-modules, (Ak being the
ring of integers of k), that is over torsion coherent sheaves on Spec Ak. Is t_here
a similar interpretation of (3.13) in terms of, say, (complexes of) V-modules
on X?

The logic that led Cohen and Lenstra to introduce the r.h.s. of (3.17) is
very interesting. Consider for simplicity the case k = Q, so that G in (3.17)
runs over finite abelian groups up to isomorphism. We can imagine this set as
a statistical ensemble in which l/IAutGI is the weight of G. This prescription
does not quite define a probability measure since I: l/IAutGI diverges but it
allows us to average many interesting functions of groups:

(3.18)
._. I:

1
GI<B f(G)/IAut GI

< f >groups'- lim I: IA GI-l .
B-oo IGI~B ut

The representation (3.17) can then be effectively used to calculate (3.18), e.g.
if f( G) = 1 for cyclic G, f( G) = 0 otherwise, we get the probability fqr a 
randorn group in our ensemble to be cyclic which is

(
3((6) rr ((i) . rr (1 _ 2- i )) -1 ~ 0.977575.

i>4 i>l- -
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Cahen and Lenstra conjectured that (the odd part of) the class groups
of imaginary quadratic fields have exactly this distribution, that is, for a
reasonable class of functions, the average

(3.19)

2: f (CIOdd(K))
. discK<H

< f >fields:= 11m - 2:
H--oo 1

disc!«H

coincides with (3.18) ( where ]{ runs over imaginary quadratic extensions
of Q). No theoretical expression for (3.19) is kno\vn, ho\vever, so that the
comparison of (3.18) and (3.19) was made by using a computer.

It would be important to extend (3.17) and (3.18) to more general cate
gories. For example, generalizations of (3.19) to real quadratic fields experi
mentally ex~ibit a very different behaviour of (3.18), and Cohen and Lenstra
explain it by presence of units and change the definition of (3.18) taking into
account the rank of the unit group. However, it would be more appropriate
to study the statistics of the Arakelov type Picard group of K which is an
extension of CL{K) by the dual torus of the unit group (this would conform to
the classical Dirichlet fonnula which involves the product of the class number
by the regulator). It remains to find an analog of the distribution (3.18) on
a class of compact abelian groups endowed with the appropriate additional
structure (say, an additionallattice in the character space).

A toy model is that of the category of finite dimensional vector spaces:
replacing IGI by ezdimG, and ]AutGI by e t (dimG)2, we get a theta function

2:~=o e-=-tn
2
-zn as an analog of (3.17). There are also interesting versions of

this construction for various representation categories.

3.5.3 Comparing the explicit formulas to the trace formula. This
analogy, of course, dates back to Selberg as weIl. A major puzzle is, however,
that explicit formulas are derived from the analytical properties of the num
ber theoretical zetas, whereas in Selberg's theory the argument goes exactly
in the reverse direction: one starts with the trace fonnula and then derives
the analytic properties of the zeta function by applying the trace formula to
appropriate test functions. The trace formula i tself is proved in two steps (at
least in the absence of continuous spectrum): a) working in the Lobachevsky
plane H covering X (or more general symmetrie spaces) one establishes that
integral operators on H whose kernel k(x, y) depend only on the distance be
tween x, y are actually functions of the invariant Laplace operator ~x; b) oue
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restriets these operators on an appropriate space of 7r} (X )-invariant functions
and calculates their traces in both representations. The ~x-representation

gives a SUffi over the speetrum of ßx, whereas the integral operator repre
sentation leads to a surn over 7r} (X) of an integral transform of the same test
function, which is formally transformed to a SUffi over primitive elements of
7rl(X).

A similar proof of explicit formulas is highly desirable, cf. interesting sug
gestions of D. Goldfeld [16] and Don Zagier [38].

§4. A functional equatiol1 for r rn( s) and polylogarithms:

4.1 Multiple sine function.

In this section, we generalize the classical equation r1 ( S ) r} (- s) = - s si: 1r.!l ,

following N. Kurokawa [24 ] and M. Rovinskii [32]. Tbe statement takes
a neat form if instead of considering Ör(s) = II~o(s + k)hr(k), hr(k) =

(
r + k - 1) 'd h.r TI . f .r _ 1 ' aue conSl ers t e 10 oWlng unebon:

r > 2.(4.1) IIr(S):= 11 [(1+ ~)exp( _~ +;: _... ± ~:)rr_"

Clearly, Ilr(s) = exp (Q r(s)) Il~} (s + k) k
r

-

1

far a polynomial Qr( s) so that
~r(S) is a monomial in Ilt(s), t < r, s, and exp(Q(s)).

4.1.1 Theorem: FOT r > 2, I m(s) < 0, we have

(4.2)

rr ( )(_l)r-l rr (_ )_ (_ (r - I)! ~ (27ri)k kLo (-21ris)
r S r S - exp (27ri)r-l ~ k! S tr-k e +

k=O

. r-l ( 1)1 )7rZ r S r - . r( )+ -s - + ~ r
r r - 1 (27ri)r-l '

where

fOT Izl< 1.
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Corollary: The r.h.s. 0/ (4.2) admits an analytic continuation as a mero
morphic (even 'T" ) or entire (odd r ) function of s, whereas the funciions Lir ( s)
individually are infinitely ramified at 0, 1, 00.

This property was a motivation for [32]. N. I{urokawa calls (4.2) the mul
tiple sine function.

Proof: Directly from (4.1), we find

.:!:.-log [TI (s)(_1)r-l TI (-s)] =
ds r r

=~kr-l[ 1 + (_l)r-l +~~(j)i-l (1 + (_1)i+r- 1 )]

~ s-k s+k k Lt k
k=l j=l

00 2s [ 1]= sr-l~ = sr-l 1f cot(1fs) - -
~ S2 - k2 S
k=l

Now, TIr(s)(_1)r-l TIr( -s) is holomorphic at Im s < 0 and equals 1 at S = O.
Therefore

Denote by I( s) the integral on the r.h.s., and calculate it by putting u
ts, 0 < t < 1 and using the following formulas:

cat(1rts) = i (1 + 21:~ e-21rimst) far 1ms < 0, t > 0,

Q E C....

We get

[(s) = i1rs r
-
1 t r-1 (1 +2f e-21rimst) dt

Jo m=l

__ (r - I)! ~ (21fi)k Je L. (-27fis) tri r (r - I)! F( )
- (21ri)r-l ~ k! S lr-k e + r S + (21fi)r-l ~ r .

- 1.=0
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4.2 Zagier's conjecture.

Let F be an algebraic number field, ](1n (F) its rn-th algebraic K -group.
We will generally write AQ for A@z Q. Let r1 (resp. T2) be the number of real
(resp. complex) places of F. Put eIn = Tl + r2 (resp. r2) for n odd (resp. n

even). A. Borel [4] proved that ](2n-1 (F) ::::: Zdnffi {a finite group} for n > 2.
Actually, this result was a Qy-product of properties of Borel's regulator map
rega : K2n - 1 (F) -t C/(27ri)nR defined for any embedding a : F l:.-.+ C.

P. Deligne and A. Beilinson gave a more conceptual construction of reg and
generalized it to J( -groups of schenles over Q. In particular, it implies the
existence of a refined regulator

(4.3) rega
: ](271.-1 (F) -t C/(21ri)nQ == Ext1(Q(O), Q(n))

where the Ext-groups are calculated in the category of mixed Hodge struc-
tures ([3], [21]). I

Don Zagier (see [39] and references therein) suggested a formula for the cal
culation of Teg G

• It involves a (partly conjectural) representation of !(2n-1 (F)Q
as a subquotient of the cycle space Q[P1 (F)]. Without entering into all the
details of this beautiful and complex picture (for which see [39], [3]' [17], [18])
\ve will give the bare bones of \vhat is relevant to us here, following [11].

Define a subspace An(F) C Q[P1 \ {O, 1, oo}] by the following conditions:
for Ao: E Q,zo: E F,{zer}n = image of Zer in Q[P1(F)]' EAer{Zo}n E An(F)
iff:

a). For every hOlllomorphism v : F* -t Q, we have

I: Ao:v(zo:)n-2(1 - zo) 1\ Zo = 0 in (1\2 F)Q.
er

b). For every 2 < 1n < n anel every complex embedding a : F C-....+ C, we
have

I: Aov(zo)n-7n Dm(azer ) = 0
er

where

Dm(z) = i I: ~; log Iz I
2/Rm(Lim_/(z)),

1

Rm = R for m odd, 'S for 1n pair; Lim anel bl are defined by (4.5) below.
4.2.1 Conjecture: There exists (L surjective map Pn : An (F) -t K 2n - 1 (F)

such that

(4.4) regapn(I:Aer{Zo}n) =I:AoAn(zer) fiOel (21ri)nQ.
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n-l .
'"' (log z)J .

An(z) := ~ bj ., Ltn_j(z),
j=O J.
00 m

Lik(Z) = '"' ~ for Izl< 1, k > 1,LJ mk
m=l

00 t m t
'"' bm - = .~ m! et -1
m=O

37

(Functions An (z) are lllultivalued, alld the correct definition of the r.h.s. of
(4.4) involves a careful choice of branches. We omit the details).

Using Theorem 4.1.1, Olle can rewrite the r.h.s. of (4.4) in terms of multiple
gammas.

4.3 Proposrtion: We have

n-l b
An{z) = L(-1)a--T(logz)a{2tri)r-a-IlogNr_a(z),

a.
a=O

where N r - a ( s) is a monomial in multiple gamma functions and exponents of

polynomia13 whose values are taken at ±l~~: .
Proof: Put z = e-21ris

, S = _l~~: in (4.2). We then have:

r-l ( k

_ Hr(z):= L(_l)k lo~~) Lir-k(Z) = (27l"W-11og Nr(z).
k=O

Consider now a linear combination with undetermined coefficients X a :

r-l r-l (1 )j
Lxa(logz)aHr-a(z) = Ar(z):= Lbj o~,z Lir-j(z).
a=O j=O J.

Since the 1.h.8. is
r-l r-l (l)bL xa(logzt L(_l)b o~!z Lir-a-b(Z)
a=O b=O

r-I

=L
j=O

'"' (_l)b
LJ X a b!

a+b=j
a,b~O

(log z )jLi r - j(z),
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and one easily sees that X a = (_l)a~.a.

§5. Concluding remarks:

5.1 Selberg's class.

In the absence of the geometrie framework for the hypothetical absolute
motives, oue can at least hope to understand the respective class of zeta
functions.

For motives over IFq, it has a nice description in terms of Weil's numbers.
A Weil number 0/ q -weight w > 0 is an algebraic integer whose conjugates 0

all verify the condition 10 I = qW/2. Zeta functions of motives of pure weight
w over IFq correspond to polynomials ITaEM(l - nT), T = q-S, where M
runs over finite Gal Q/Q-invariant sets cf Weil's numbers. This class is stahle
with respect to Kurokawa's Gm-tensor product. Every zeta function admits a

unique decomposition into a product cf primitive zeta functions, correspond
ing to irreducible polynomials.

It would be quite important to axiomatize a similar class of entire functions
stahle with respect to Ga-tensor products (with an appropriate regularization)
and containing arithmetical motivic zetas. As examples suggest, it roust COll

tain entire functions of an arbitrary integral growth order, which corresponds
to the "Spec Z-weight" of an absolute motive. If functions of this class admit
a unique decomposition into primitive oues, the latter should correspond to
irreducible absolute motives.

In [33], A. Seiherg suggested one consider the following class of DiricWet
series (see RaIn Murty [30] for more details): F(s) E S iff it satisfies five
condi tions:

(i) F(s) = I:~=1 ann- s for Re(s) > 1, a1 = 1, an = an(F).

(ii) F(s)(s - l)m is entire of finite order for a certain integer m > o.

(iii) For some Q > 0, Oj > 0, Re(oj) > 0, Iwl = 1, the function

«I>(s) = QS rr:=l r(OjS + Tj)F(s) satisfies «I>(s) = w«I>(l - s), Iwl = 1
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(iv) F(s) = TIp Fp(s); log Fp(s) = L:~=1 bpl:p-ks, bpl: = 0(pk8) for same

8 < t; p runs over primes.

(v) an(F) = O(n f
) for every f > O.

Clearly, S is a multiplicative monoid. A function FES is called primitive if
it is indecomposable in S. One can prove that every element of S is a product
of indecomposable ones, and this representation is unique, if the following
beautiful conjectures of Selberg are true (see Murty [30]):

Conjecture A. For every FES there exists such an integer n F > 0 such
that

L lap (F)1 2 /p = np log log x + 0(1).
p=S;x

Conjecture ·B. The /ollowing hold:
i) // F is primitive then np = 1.
ii) // F =1= G are primitive then

A scalar product that lurks behind these fonnulas fiust be a shadow cf an
absolute motivic correspondence ring and Hodge star operators (cf. Deninger
[14], 7.1}).

5.2 Kurokawa's splitting.

For the tensor square af the Riemann zeta function (or rather its weight 1
part r lR ( S )s( S -1)((s) := ~(s)) the prescription (1.19) is inapplicable because,
e.g., 1 has infinite multiplicity. Ktirokawa suggests that one split ~(s) inta the

produet of ~±(s) := rrImp~li (1 - ;) eS
/ P, where p runs over the critica1 zeroes

of ((s), and then redefine ~(s )0r as

(5.1)

by analogy with (4,2).
There remains much to be done to see whether this is a good definition.

In particular, one finst understand the relation of ~(s)®r to primes.
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A work of H. Cramer and A.P. Guinand shows at least that there exist
versions of explicit fOrIDulae in which summation is taken over half of the
zeroes of the zeta function. We will quote here two relevant theorems, their
analogues for the Selberg zeta are proved in [5].

5.2.1 Theorem: Put

V(w) = L ePw
•

Imp>O

This series converges absolutely for Im w > O.

a) V(w) admits a meromorphic continuation to the whole plane C cut /rom
o to -ioo, and has there first order poles at w = ± log pm, with principal parts
~ 1 d log P 1 t . 1
2 · I rn an 2 . rn +1 rn respec tve y.

1f1 w- agp 1flp w agp

b) Near w = 0, we have

(5.3) V(w) =~ ( logw, + 7+
10

g
2'1l"-:!!f) + 3 + TJi + wW(w)

27r2 1 - e- IW w 4

where Tl > 0, and W( w) iso single valued and regular for Iwl < log 2.

c) Put U(w) = e-tiwV(iw) + 4~ ~~: ~. This function admits a single valued

analytic continuation for which

. w 1
U(w) + U( -w) = 2 cos -2 - W •

4cos"2

Parts a) and b) are proved in [7], part c) in [20]. From (5.2) one can easily
deduce that IIImp>o( S - p) does not exist. More precisely:

5.2.2 Proposition: Put A = {ip I Im p > O}. Then A@r, r > 1, is a left
directed family, and

has a meromorphic continuation to a cut z-plane, with poles 0/ order r at
z = 0, -1, ... ,-r, coefficients of principal parts of which are polynomiaLs in
s.
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In fact, from (5.3) one derives that as t --+ +0,

1 (log t 1r "y + log 21r i) 1V(it)=-- -. +-+ +- +-.logt+O(l),
t 27rl 4 27r 4 41rl

and it remains to apply tbe Mellin transform to V( it)T, as in §2.
The assertion a) of Theorem 4.2 can be considered as a kind of explicit

formula, but not quite since V(z) does not reduce to the SUfi of its principle
parts. However, under the assumption of Riemann's conjecture, A.P. Guinand
[19] proved tbe following explicit fonnula:

5.2.3 Theorem: Assume the function f defined on [0,00 ) is an integral,
f (x) --+ 00 as x --+ +00, and x f' (x) belongs to V( 0, 00) for some p in
1 < p < 2. Put

g(x) = (~) t 1co

J(t)cosxtdt.

1/ Riemann's conjecture is true then

T~oo { L l;:/~f(mlogp) -lT

J(x)ex
/

2 dx
O<m log p<T P 0

- f(T) ( "" logp - 2eT / 2 ) } - ~ [CO J(x) (~_ ~-~ ) dx
L.t pm / 2 2 Jn x Slnh X

O<mlogp<T 0

=-y'2; lim { " g('Y)-~ [T9(X)lOg.!...-dX} ,
T-oo ~ 27r Jo 211"

o<..,.<T

where "y runs over imaginary paru 0/ zero es.
Similar results roust be true for all functions in Selberg's class; c.f. P.X

Gallagher's work "Applications of Guinand's formulas," (In: Analytic Number
Theory and Diophantine Problems, Ac. Press, 1987, 135-157).
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